CRAFT
MODIFICATION
KIT
(CMK)
The Craft Modification Kit (CMK) used on the Zodiac 470 family of soft and hard floor inflatable boats, provides
enhanced performance, durability and utility. The CMK includes a Transom Cap with features and a pair of
Solid Aluminum Stringers.
The Transom Cap is made of Corrosion Resistant Stainless Steel (CRSS). Two layers of powder coating are
applied to the Cap for the ultimate in toughness and resistance to harsh environmental extremes. The Cap utilizes
a texture surface coating for positive grip when wet. The attachment of the Cap to the transom is complete with
all Stainless Steel Hardware forming a rigid structure to the craft.
The CMK utilizes a pair of 7 foot
Solid Aluminum Stringers.
When the stringers are used with
the hard floor, the boat hull takes
on a rigid fixed shape. By reducing
flex in the hull, the live payload
capacity of the craft is extended.

Positioning of the Johnson
Enforcer motor on the Cap
is simplified through the use
of the Motor Position Guides.
They provide positive placement of the Enforcer motor
in the center of the Transom.

The Cap is fitted with two large,
easy to use, utility Eyebolts. They
are particularly handy for use as tie
down points, towing bridal hook up
or as aft lifting points for the craft.

The Motor Positioning Pins
are secured to the Cap and
assist in the rapid lock-in of
the Johnson Enforcer 55HP
motor to the transom, through
the use of matched pre-drilled
alignment holes.

The Transom Cap installation may be completed by the user or at the contractor’s facility prior to user receipt of the craft.
Call for price and delivery time quotation.
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